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BSM open questions

? What’s next in Beyond Standard Model physics ?

Many fundamental questions still open …

Hierarchy problem ?

Force Unification ?

Dark matter nature?

Baryogenesis ?Inflation ?

Flavour hierarchies ?



Beyond Standard Model Physics
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? What’s signal for Beyond Standard Model physics ?

Many experiments can probe it …
FERMI

LHC

LIGO

XENON

IceCube
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GW experiments

Members of LIGO-Virgo-Kagra collaboration

Virgo members in Belgium

We also work for future 3G detectors

Part of the ET collaboration

https://www.etpathfinder.eu
Collaboration with B-Phot

https://www.virgo-gw.be
https://www.b-phot.org
https://www.etpathfinder.eu
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Our research Lines

Inflation

Dark Matter

BSM@Collid
er

★SGWB and  
Data analysis for LVK

★BSM at collider

★Dark Matter

★Topological defects

★Phase Transitions

★Inflation

Cosmic strings

Domain Walls



7 Stochastic Background of GW

★AstroPhysical SGWB

★Cosmological SGWB

✴ Superposition of unresolvable sources

✴ Generated by energetic events during cosmological evolution

arXiv: 1705.01783 D. Weir 

First Order Phase Transitions Inflation

Cosmic strings
Domain Walls

BBH BNS

✴ Predictable after LIGO/Virgo observations

! Most likely measured in next few years in LVK!

LIGO/Virgo Phys.Rev.D 100 (2019)

Explore Universe earlier than CMB!

Alberto Mariotti (VUB) Pheno-GW@IIHE 15-11-2023
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Stochastic Background of GW

WHAT IS IT?

Source: K. Turbang adapted from LIGO/Virgo collab. arXiv:1612.02029

Looks like noise, detected by cross-correlation
Allen Romano gr-qc/9710117 Analog of CMB

 but for GW

AstroPhysical SGWB Cosmological SGWB

SGWB 

energy density

over critical one

Experimental probes

CMB

Indirect limits

Designed
LIGO/Virgo

ET

LISA
Pulsar

BNS

BBH

Earth's normal modes

Slow-roll inflation

Phase
Transition

LIGO/Virgo
O1+O2

Cosmic strings
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How to disentangle the two?
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Domain Wall dynamics

Topological defects

� Domain structure depends on topology vacuum manifold

4

Cosmic stringscircle of minima

Domain walls
discrete set of minima

vac. 1 vac. 2 vac. 1

vac. 2

Theory with discrete symmetry 
spontaneously broken

Domain Walls get formed at  
phase transition

Source: A.Rase

★Early Universe can be filled by DW network
★Extended object with large energy density (tension)
★Their dynamics/motion induce GW
★Generate a background of GW detectable today



Figure 4. Scan over the (ma, fa) parameter space summarizing the results of our analysis. The
light blue (orange) band indicates the parameter space that is compatible with the NANOGrav
data in the ALP model with a QCD bias considered here with ✏ = 1 (✏ = 0.26). As the observed
GW background is rather large, both our signal bands are not too far from domain wall domination,
shown in the upper right corner by the dark gray (gray) region for ✏ = 1 (✏ = 0.26). The other
colored regions highlight the relevance of friction. The purple region corresponds to the parameter
space where gluon friction dominates over Hubble at T = 2GeV, where we take ↵s = 0.2 and
Nc/Nd = 1.5. This is the lowest temperature where the gluon computation can be trusted, see also
Fig. 3. On the other hand, the would–be pion pressure is evaluated at T = 60MeV and provides
information about the friction in the confined phase, see text for details. The region where the
would–be pion pressure can induce friction domination is shown in yellow, and its intersection with
the gluon friction region is shown by the pink color. The implication for the ALP domain wall
interpretation of the PTA data is as follows: for relatively light ALPs with ma < 10GeV it is fair
to assume that the network annihilates in the scaling regime, so that the signal bands shown here
can indeed explain the NANOGrav data. On the other hand, for ma > 10GeV friction is shown to
be important at least to the right of the QCD crossover, and a more detailed analysis is required
to assess the viability of this interpretation.

band for ✏ = 0.26. These signal bands follow straightforwardly from the results shown in

Fig. 1. As we can see, both these regions are not too far from domain wall domination, as

expected given that the preferred values for the network energy density at annihilation are

rather large, ↵? ⇠ 0.1.

The intersection of these signal bands and our friction regions provides the main result

of our analysis, which we now summarize. Most of the parameter space compatible with

the NANOGrav data implies friction domination from gluons at temperatures T > 2GeV.

However, the would–be pion pressure at low temperatures is not big enough to conclude that

the network will be friction dominated at annihilation as well. We nevertheless suggest that

a more detailed analysis is needed to ensure viability of these points. On the other hand,

for a relatively light ALP with ma < 10GeV we find no evidence for friction domination

– 14 –
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PTA and Domain Walls

★Recently PTA detected GW background
✦ Most plausible explanation is astrophysical nature (SMBH)
✦ Can it be instead a GWB of cosmological origin?

Domain Wall interpretation of PTA signal
★ Friction from thermal primordial plasma must be included

arXiv:2306.17830
S. Blasi, AM, A. Rase, A. Sevrin
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Figure 1. One and two sigma contours for the DW interpretation of the signal as provided by
the [1] collaboration (blue and yellow dots). The prediction of a DW network with QCD induced
bias (�V ⇠ ✏

2
m

2
⇡f

2
⇡) are displayed as lines with varying DW tension.

section, we shall investigate whether this assumption is compatible with the natural QCD

bias.

4 The impact of friction from QCD

In this section we study the friction acting on the domain wall as a consequence of the

reflection of particles in the plasma. In particular, we are interested in friction e↵ects close

to the annihilation temperature of the network in the range relevant for Fig. 1. If friction

dominates before annihilation, the DW network is not in scaling and the predictions for

the GW spectrum can change significantly [68, 99], possibly jeopardizing the PTA inter-

pretation. The irreducible friction on ALP domain walls in scenarios which the QCD bias

comes from gluons and in general from hadrons at low temperatures.

The e↵ect of friction is usually parameterized by defining a friction length `f which

feeds in the total damping scale of the network `d as

1

`d
= 3H +

1

`f
, (4.1)

where H is the Hubble parameter and

1

`f
=

�P

vw�DW
. (4.2)

– 7 –
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pions in thermal plasma
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First Order Phase Transitions

✦Discontinuous Transition between symmetric 
to non-symmetric phase (order parameter)

★In the Standard Model

✴QCD Phase Transition (T ~ GeV)? In SM No first order
✴EW Phase Transition (T~ 100 GeV)? In SM No first order

(If very light Higgs it could have been strongly first order)
'81 Witten

✦Characterized by bubble formation

FOPT is signal of BSM physics

★In Beyond the Standard Model
Modify EW or QCD phase transition

New symmetries which undergo PT
PT in dark sectors

✦Bubbles can source GW
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Figure 1: Left: A sketch of the mass gain mechanism baryogenesis mechanism studied here. Particles gain a large mass, compared to the
temperature, when being swept up in relativistically expanding bubbles. The subsequent CP violating decays source the baryon asymmetry.
Right: A sketch of the Azatov and Vanvlasselaer type production mechanism as a source of the baryon asymmetry. A fraction of the � quanta
pair produce �+�⇤ across the bubble wall, due to an interaction term, which decay in a CP violating way to source the baryon asymmetry.

Conceptually, the MG mechanism seems to us the simplest
way a phase transition can lead to the production of a baryon
asymmetry. It is therefore well worth exploring. It has ap-
plications in a number of models, which can feature phase
transitions around the scale of the decaying particles. This in-
cludes — but is not limited to — models of leptogenesis with
or without gauge interactions for the decaying heavy states as-
sociated with opening up the Weinberg operator [23–28] (for
an overview see [29]). Such leptogenesis models can also be
associated with close-to-conformal dynamics [30–34] such as
occur in the “neutrino option” [35–37]. In such models the
calculation of the yield would need to be adapted to incorpo-
rate the effects discussed in the present paper, with details de-
pending on the heavy neutrino mass scale and reheating tem-
perature.

Explaining the matter asymmetry from a PT has previ-
ously been studied in great detail in the context of elec-
troweak baryogenesis (EWBG) [7, 8]. If the wall velocity ap-
proaches the speed of light in EWBG, the yield of baryons ap-
proaches zero, due to suppressed particle diffusion back into
the symmetric phase where the sphalerons are active [38] (also
see [39, 40]). This has consequences for the gravitational
wave (GW) signal, as very strong PTs needed to produce a
sizable signal typically also lead to ultra-relativistic walls, as
shown via the Bodeker and Moore criterion [16, 17].

Moving away from EWBG, PTs have previously been con-
sidered in the context of leptogenesis in a number of studies.
The Majorana mass, MN , gained by the right handed neutrino
of the type-I seesaw mechanism was considered in the context
of phase transition dynamics during leptogenesis in [41]. Rel-
ativistic walls which allow for MN/Tn � 1 with no Boltz-
mann suppression, however, were not considered therein. Our
mass gain mechanism could easily be applied to this scenario
if the wall speed is relativistic. Let us also mention that the
effect of a second order phase transition in low scale reso-
nant leptogenesis was explored in [42], leptogenesis via a CP
violating leptonic phase transition was examined in [43–45],
and diffusion type baryogenesis at a lepton number breaking

phase transition was proposed in [46]. But these are again,
conceptually different, to the mechanisms considered here.

More exotic scenarios which instead actually rely on rel-
ativistic walls have also previously been considered. Heavy
particle production from bubble wall collisions was studied
in [47] and was found to be (in)efficient for (in)elastic wall
collisions. In the case of elastic wall collisions, it was sub-
sequently shown that the bubble collisions can be used to
explain the visible and dark matter densities [48]. Whether
the wall collisions are elastic or not depends on the shape of
the potential [47, 49]. (Another option, generating the baryon
asymmetry via a beyond-the-standard-model instanton biased
by the dynamics of a relativistic wall, was explored in [50].)

In this work, we instead assume inelastic wall collisions,
so the heavy particles are produced during bubble expansion
and not at collision (solely for simplicity, heavy particle pro-
duction at wall collision would not necessarily invalidate our
study). Inelastic collisions commonly occur in potentials with
a large field distance between the false and true vacua at nu-
cleation with modest barriers behind which the field has be-
come temporarily stuck [47, 49]. Such potentials produce
thick walled bubbles at nucleation and are well known from
close-to-conformal theories.

To be more specific, for the mass gain mechanism, we
can have M� = 0 in the symmetric phase and can eventu-
ally implement the phase transition in a classically scale in-
variant potential (as relevant in the aforementioned “neutrino
option”). Such models almost automatically result in super-
cooled phase transitions which are desirable for our baryoge-
nesis mechanism. They are also favourable as they can return
the desired supercooling without resulting in the field becom-
ing permanently stuck in the false vacuum. For such close-to-
conformal potentials, primordial black hole overproduction is
also avoided [51].

For the AV-type production, we instead need M� 6= 0 in
the symmetric phase, which precludes an implementation of
the above mechanism in a classically scale invariant theory.
Qualitatively similar behaviour can, however, be mimicked
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Matter-Antimatter asymmetry and GW
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Figure 1. Schematic picture of the bubble-assisted leptogenesis scenario during bubble expansion
(left) and after bubble collisions (right).

mass basis of the RHNs as

Lint =
1

2

X

I

yI�N̄
c

INI +
X

↵, I

YD,↵IHL̄↵NI + h.c., (1.4)

where L↵ are the SM lepton doublets, NI are the three families of heavy right-handed

neutrinos, YD,↵I are the Dirac Yukawa couplings between NI and L↵, and yI are Majo-

rana Yukawa couplings. After the phase transition, h�i ⌘ v�/
p
2, and the type-I seesaw

Lagrangian is recovered with MI = 1p
2
yIv�. As we assume that the critical temperature of

the � phase transition is much greater than that of the electroweak critical temperature,

we assume hHi = 0 during and after the FOPT but fix hHi 6= 0 where appropriate.

With these assumptions, the typical temperature evolution of the conventional thermal

leptogenesis scenario can be modified in the following way (see Fig. 1 for the summary of

our process): RHNs are massless (ignoring thermal e↵ects) until the phase transition of

� after which they suddenly become massive within the bubbles of the broken phase.

As soon as MI 6= 0, the RHNs decay and generate a nonzero lepton asymmetry very

rapidly, owing to the strong-washout regime typically predicted in the type-I seesaw. If the

bubble nucleation temperature Tnuc is significantly smaller than the masses of the RHNs,

the inverse decays within the bubbles will be immediately Boltzmann suppressed and, in

principle, wash ⇠ O(1). We call this scenario “bubble-assisted leptogenesis”. A strong

assumption we require in our example setup of bubble-assisted dynamics is for all three

RHNs to have comparable masses which we explain in Section 3, however this may not be

a generic requirement and we stress that we only require a confluence of scales for the three

masses. Similarly, a large degeneracy in their masses, à la resonant leptogenesis, is not

required nor problematic for the setup in any way but will simply introduce an independent

source of asymmetry enhancement. The enhancement of YB we quantify is specifically that

which is a result of the out-of-equilibrium e↵ects catalyzed by bubble dynamics, and the

results we present throughout the paper will not depend on the choice of ✏CP.

Unsurprisingly, the scenario introduces new dynamics which can severely a↵ect this

simple qualitative picture and must be properly estimated. During the bubble expansion,

the latent heat stored in the scalar potential �V , which is the di↵erence in the scalar

– 4 –

Sakarov conditions for baryogenesis 
can be met at bubble of FOPT

✴Depart from Equilibrium
✴CP violation
✴B violation

✦Strong First Order PT in the Early universe can 
produce BSM heavy particles

✦They can have B violating decay
✦FOPT also lead to GW signals

Similar mechanism can work with 
leptogenesis

Detailed study show that this scenario 
has GW in reach of future experiments 

arXiv:2106.15602
I.Baldes, S.Blasi, AM, A.Sevrin, K.Turbang

arXiv:2305.10759
E.Chun, T. Dutka, T.Jung, X.Nagels, M.Vanvlasselaer
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★ Tuesday at 14:00 Journal Club and Pheno-GW Seminars

★Wednesday: BelGrav meeting

★ Thursday: HEP@VUB meeting

★ Friday: IIHE seminar and ULB-Pheno seminar

Large Group 
working in LHC 

and GW

Large Pheno Group, 
expertise in Dark 
Matter and GW

Common activities with neighbour groups

Typical Pheno Week
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Conclusions

Many years of interesting Physics are in front of us!

Shedding light into 
Early History

of our Universe


